WATER      UNDER      THE      BRIDGES
a party to go for a drive on it through the streets of the capital.
I remember well driving up the quays by the Neva and the Grand
Duke and Duchess Wladimir standing on the balcony of their palace
to see the novel sight. What the ordinary man in the street thought
can be imagined. The second recollection is of a' remark made to me
by the head of the German Delegation, a certain Count Sierstorff.
The excellent Benz, Opel, and Mercedes makes were the chief German
exhibits. Sierstorff said, "It is an extraordinary thing—you British
have easily the best car in the world, the Rolls-Royce, and-yet all your
other makes are utterly inferior." That was thirty-four years ago, and
while we have remedied the latter reproach, the Rolls has been, and
still is, the best car in the world. A great achievement!
But to return to Antoniny. The fifty miles or so from the station
had to be covered in horse-carriages, with a relay half-way. That in
itself was a considerable trip in those days, and I recollect two points
of interest in connection with it. The first was that we never went up
hill without first going down hill. The reason for this was that the
country, while looking quite level, contained a series of deep depres-
sions—holes in fact instead of hills. It grew mostly sugar-beet, which
brought in a fabulous revenue for the proprietor. Joseph Potocki
was notorious for having lost some two million Austrian shillings
(between £80,000 and £100,000) at a single game of cards, chouette
ecarte, at one sitting, in the Jockey Club at Vienna. It was on a
Saturday night and the debt was paid on the Monday. It was an
unlucky week for him, as he went off the next day on a wild-boar hunt
in Poland, where his father-in-law shot him in the thigh by accident.
One leg remained shorter than the other and he limped all his life as
the result; but his £100,000 meant merely a temporary inconvenience.
The other interesting point in connection with that journey by
road to Antoniny was that throughout its whole course one never
passed a single two-storied house till one suddenly turned a corner in
the road and saw before one a palace not unlike Versailles in size and
splendour. There was nothing else in the whole area, unless it was a
building belonging to and built by the landlord himself, but single-
storied peasant cottages. It was typical of the complete lack of any
middle class in Russia.
The return journey was still more fantastic. It was latish autumn
and there was a heavy fell of snow for twenty-four hours before we
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